
SALUT : 

The Fourth of July. Declaration of Independence ignited a 
revolution against, ay tyranny , £rom. WITHOUT . 

", So: that government of. the. people, by. the people, ‘for the’ people AY 
shall not perish from the earth." John Anderson's :election on | 
the Fourth of November will signal a Declaration of Independence . 
against a tyranny from WITHIN ... 

‘Meanwhile: back at. the tube, : whis. National Unity Campaign rides. a 
splendidly « ‘Over the: media. waves ... | . se 
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Plotted ona Presidential electogram the 
media's quadrennial M-wave drives the ~~ 

—-+ eléctorate:into.-a hate-love frenzy which. 
. evaporates after inaugural wees 
behind this conscious, Pavlovian blip lies 
a@,far different perspective, dimly perceived | 
‘but subconsciously under~understood: the | 

conflict between man's evolution toward a 
- Human Being of Peace (H-line) and: his oe, 
inherited, animal instinct for War (arcurve), 
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As WW II bottoms out, A-curve responds to United Nations and, 
despite Korea and Cold War I, rises towards Paris Summit, Nuclear 
Test Ban Treaty and US Civil Rights, significantly narrowing the 
Human-Animal gap ... 

‘Hope, crudely wounded by A-curve's direction under US U-2 sabotage 
of World Peace, political assassinations and their continuing cover- 
up operations, is murdered by an. idiotic, headlong plunge into 
Indo-China's morass



Helsinki ' Accords, no match for National Security Council's control 
of Executive Branch decisions, cannot curb A-curve's unchecked di-- 
vergence from the constant change of Human Evolution ... 

THO presidential candidates are in agreement. with. Nsc! S policy of 
Force: MX, Poseidon et al as the way to "Keep America Strong” ... 
any questioning of this forcefulness is ridiculed as "Soft on 
Communism" ... with Communism alive and well and living on virt- 
ually half of Earth, reversal of 1984's negative projection 
could be fired by .responding to those Human Communists who are 
"Soft on Imperialism” ... 7 

The strength of America ‘is intuitively. allied with the~peacerloving 
strength of all Earth's People in a-bond of more enduring, sympathy 
than the bloody ties of adversary Animalism whose weaponry can only 
annihilate all Animals, all Humans and almost all Earth itself eee 

ONE Presidential candidate questions” Nsc's ; policy of Force: Mx, 

Poseidon et. al, the very antithesis of gentle, civil, human 

neighborliness on this tiny Planet eee ; 

Celebrate National Unity's Declaration of Independence against 
tyranny from within ... vote independently and 

Elect John Bayard Anderson to the. Presidency. 

Celebrate the Glorious, New Fourth o's the Fourth of November 1980 

ps: do I think he has a Chance ! 
are death and taxes elephants ! 
is there a second Renaissance ! 
are ankles worth a second glance !. 
do they still make love in France : 

Go you understand your Chance. _ 
of €aith in. gov'rnment to enhance? 
or would you rather learn the dance 
that was fiddled for Bert Lance 
or CIA's odd happenstance 
of framing Andy Young and Vance? 

don't you know. he has a Chance? 
-it's yours and his in elegance; 
the world aghast, waits askance; 
you must believe he is Our Chance. 

chk/MO to : National Unity Campaign for John Anderson 
mail to : P O Box 37620 Washington, DC 20013 © 
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